"Told as a children's film, Kozha is a playful schoolboy who perpetually causes problems for his teachers. Yet his integrity keeps him honest and innocent. Stylistically, Karzakbayev uses animation and a fluid editing style that keeps this film remarkably fresh. It's no wonder that the West only discovered this film four years later in Cannes 1967 and still awarded it an Honourable Mention."

[http://www.bigozine2.com/features06/PCEurasian.html]

A film by Adbulla Karskabayev, Kazakhstan.

Thursday, March 24, 2016
6:30pm - 8:30pm
1957 E St., NW
Voesar Conference Room, Suite 412
Please RSVP at go.gwu.edu/kozha

This event is on the record.